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Background

Large Set Size

Task Manipulations

In delay-to-match working memory tasks, interference effects
can be produced by manipulating stimulus familiarity and
response prepotency resulting in increased error rates,
response times, and altered electrophysiological responses
(i.e. N450).1,2 Interference manipulations are assumed to
operate over short latencies (2 or 3 trials). However, when
only a small pool of stimuli are used (such as letters3,4) there
is continuous stimulus repetition apart from intended conflict
manipulations. This may create a general interference effect.
Hypothesis: Continuous stimulus repetition (from small test
set sizes) will show blunted interference effects in comparison
to minimal stimulus repetition (from large test set sizes).

N450
*

Conflict Effect
p < .01

Electrophysiological Recordings
• Recorded using a 128-Channel EGI System at 500 Hz with a
vertex reference and impedances < 50 kΩ
• Data were filtered offline at 1 to 30 Hz
• Converted to an average reference
• Blinks corrected with MATLAB regression module

Task Effect
p < .01
-small set size
produced larger
overall amplitudes
Difference scores were created for each of the conflict conditions
(baseline - conflict) for each task in order to investigate any
differences in the pattern of response to conflict.

Results

Method

Behavioural Results

Participants
20 Undergraduate Volunteers
14 Female - 6 Male
Mean Age 19.4 (sd 1.2)

Condition x Task
Interaction
p < .05
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Sternberg Designs
Small Set Size:
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A set of 600 words of similar word frequency
and imagability (e.g. cabin, pace, wide, etc.,)

Two separate 25 minute runs (counterbalanced)
240 trials per run with 2000 ITI
Each run presented in 5 randomized blocks
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ERP Results

Small Set Size

N450
*

Conflict Effect
p < .05

Summary
Large and small test set sizes produced relatively similar behavioral
performance, although small set items produced significantly faster
responses overall – possibly due to increased processing fluency.
Set size did influence N450 responses such that large set sizes
allowed for clearer observation of interference effects from
manipulations of stimulus familiarity. Response conflict manipulations
appeared unaffected by general proactive interference. Minimizing
general stimulus repetition is worthwhile when attempting to study
brain responses to short-term proactive interference and may
improve the reliability of comparisons across different types of conflict
(i.e. familiarity-based and response-based conflict).
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